














SUMMARY

I . Project Title

A Strategy Study on the Effective Participation in the IAEA Technical

Cooperation Programmes

II. Objectives and Importance of the Project

The objectives of this research are to seek the most effective means of

participation in implementing IAEA technical cooperation programs, to

seek and establish a desirable role for Korea in these programs, to predict

future opportunities among IAEA programs, to enhance the status of

Korea within the international society and to keep up with rapidly

changing international nuclear developments in effective and positive

ways. Participation in IAEA programs are to coincide with our efforts to

upgrade and achieve self-reliance in nuclear technology.

Korea held panel exhibitions demonstrating its advanced nuclear

technologies, on the occasion of the opening of the 41st General

Conference in October 1997. This exhibition was held in conjunction with

the 40th anniversary of IAEA establishment and was an opportunity to

demonstrate for Korea to its strengthened status in nuclear technology.

ID. Scope and Contents of the Project



Korea has achieved remarkable results in the development of nuclear

technology. Nuclear R&D programs have been actively pursued with the

aim of enhancing its technological capability to the level of nuclear

advanced countries by the early 2000's and as well, to establish a

self-reliant base in nuclear energy supply by upgrading its technology.

It should be noted that the acquisition of nuclear technologies from

advanced countries, through IAEA technical cooperation programs, has

played an important role in Korea's achieving self-reliance in nuclear

technology. Maintaining continuous cooperation with the IAEA will be

imperative should Korea wish to remain at the forefront of the

international nuclear community.

The activities implemented by Korea, to date, under the IAEA technical

cooperation programs have not met with our expectations. Upon

assessment, the level of IAEA assistance received has also not lived up to

our expectations. Accordingly, it is necessary to assess the current status

of activities for systematic implementation of the IAEA technical

cooperation program and present a policy strategy for future

implementation.

This study includes a profile and policy direction of the IAEA, analysis

of the policy direction, status of activities implemented under the IAEA

technical cooperation program, and an overview of technical cooperation

activities implemented by Korea.

Strategies for upgrading Korea's status within the IAEA as well as

directions for nuclear cooperation to deal with rapid changes in the

international nuclear arena and efficiently carry out the national nuclear

policy are presented in this study.

As measures are needed for reestablishing directions for nuclear

cooperation with the IAEA strategies for expanding cooperation and the

effective implementation of its programs are also presented in this study.



Implementation of these programs in a more systematic and effective

manner is needed considering the many changes both domestically and

abroad.

In addition, measures for strengthening the role of the IAEA technical

office, acceptance of fellowships from developing countries, utilization of

the Fund-in-Trust system and hosting training courses are presented.

IV. Results of the Project

The most important change in implementation of IAEA's technical

cooperation programs has been the reorganization of IAEA's technical

cooperation division for the purpose of enhancing effectiveness.

Technical cooperation programs have been reorganized into the

following regions : Europe, Latin America, West Asia, Africa, East Asia

and Pacific area. The management of technical program implementation

and provision of technical assistance has been changed to the Planning,

Coordination and Evaluation Section. The rationale of this reorganization

is the facilitation of planning and management of the many projects that

have resulted due to the rapid increase in activities during the last 3

years. Strategies such as Model Project, Country Program Framework(CPF),

and Thematic Planning are being used in the implementation of the

technical cooperation programs.

As interactions between IAEA technical officers and personnel in charge

of technical cooperation programs in member states are being conducted

more frequently, their workloads have also increased. It has become

necessary to enhance productivity through efficient planning, management

and standardization of work procedures so that the existing staff is fully

utilized and within the present budget. The IAEA reorganization best

meets these parameters.



Strategies for implementing IAEA technical cooperation programs lie in

maximizing available resources for transferring technologies which

contribute to national nuclear policies and strengthen joint efforts among

member states which are seeking to establish nuclear capabilities.

The concept of "partners in development" was developed by the IAEA

for fulfilling its strategic goals. This concept is supported by three major

new strategies for TC; Model Project, Country Programme

Frameworks(CPF), and Thematic Planning. A conceptual outline and

practical approach for these schemes are described in this study.

Technical cooperation programs which are presently under discussion in

the IAEA are described within and a mid-term(1998-2003) development

plan is explained at length.

Technical cooperation with the IAEA should be pursued with the aim

of upgrading Korea's status in the international arena and efficiently

implementing the nation's nuclear policy.

Seven activities should be considered in Korea's future directions

regarding the IAEA. These include strengthening our diplomatic activities,

expanding Coordinated Research Programs(CRPs), domestic personnel

becoming IAEA staff members, encouraging domestic experts to participate

as members of IAEA advisory groups, increasing participation in

international meetings, implementing Footnote a/ projects, strengthening

cooperation with the IAEA-operated research laboratories and actively

implementing technology transfers to developing countries and

encouraging IAEA fellowships.

These following strategies, which will effectively expand technical

cooperation with the IAEA and represent 5 of concern, are detailed in the

study.

First, IAEA projects which meet national needs and are decided by the

government, should be given preference. Projects identified as appropriate

for participation will have undergone in-depth discussions by teams of
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researchers, project managers and government administrators.

Secondly, the organization which intend to carry out fixed projects

should be involved on a long-term basis and hold periodical discussions

with personnel from the government. Overlapping projects should be

avoided and cooperation between the involved organizations should be

enhanced.

Thirdly, participation in various IAEA-supported training courses and

seminars conducted by domestic experts with remarkable research

achievements should be encouraged. Strengthened involvement in these

areas should be promoted for efficient utilization of experience and

expertise. Overlapping in this area should also be avoided. Planning and

managing efficient participation plans can be done through reports by

participants.

Fourthly, the efficient collection, management and utilization of nuclear

information materials, and early acquisition of IAEA newly-published

materials are required. This data should be disseminated to relevant

organizations. The establishment of a database for the government's

comprehensive management of up-date information obtained from the

IAEA is needed.

Fifthly, strengthening diplomatic relations and expanding our support

in the world, with the assistance of the IAEA, is necessary. Active

diplomatic efforts in support of nuclear energy should target nuclear

advanced countries and Southeast Asian countries. Strategies for soliciting

partner countries in Southeast Asia, with either existing or developing

nuclear activities, should be considered. A task force exclusively for

international cooperation should be established. This task force would

promote discussions for means of expanding direct and indirect

information exchanges with both nuclear advanced countries and

developing countries as well as providing assistance to developing

countries as a donor country.



Besides receiving organizations in Korea, participation in IAEA's

results-oriented programs should be encouraged as part of our efforts to

change the direction of the technical cooperation programs. This means

that the success criteria for the IAEA technical cooperation programs

should be measured not by quantitative methods alone, i.e. number of

fellowship participants dispatched and expert missions, but by determining

if goals have been achieved and the desired results have been

accomplished.

An environment for discussion with the IAEA technical officers should

be created by establishing ways to make frequent contact with them.

More frequent contact will help to increase the budget implementation

rate, which is an criterion for assessing the progress of project

implementation. The role of government personnel in charge of IAEA

affairs should be strengthened by assuming more important assignments.

On-going support of the IAEA technical cooperation programs can be

demonstrated with our continued receipt of fellowships and scientific

visits from developing countries. This on-going project is titled "Technical

Cooperation Programs between Korea and the IAEA, at KAERI."

In preparation for expected budget reductions in IAEA technical

cooperation programs, we can consider ways to demonstrate our need for

IAEA assistance by fully utilizing the Fund-in-Trust system. Also, it can

justify grounds for our efforts to receive technical assistance from the

IAEA.

In reflection, Korea has prepared for future energy needs as well as

strengthened its status in the international nuclear energy industry by

holding panel exhibitions. The exhibition, titled "status of implementation

of the IAEA technical cooperation programs in Korea and future

development plan" was implemented on the occasions of the opening of

the 12th KAIF/KNS Annual Conference and the 40th anniversary of

establishment of the IAEA in 1997.



It is expected that Korea will continue to make significant contributions

towards the implementation of technical cooperation programs with the

IAEA in the future. Proposed direction for implementing the IAEA

technical cooperation programs and for strengthening technical cooperation

programs with the IAEA has been worked out in this study. This study

can be utilized as basic reference material in the efficient implementation

of IAEA technical cooperation programs in the future.
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